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Results based management
• sharpens the CA focus by building on
CA’s comparative advantages,
• further operationalizes the new business
model and helps to prioritize activities,
• helps to coherently explain how CA works
and what it achieves.
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Cities Alliance’ objectives
1. To strengthen and promote the role of
cities in poverty reduction, and in
sustainable development;
2. To capture and strengthen the
synergies between and among
members and partners;
3. To improve the quality of urban
development cooperation and
lending.
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The role of cities in poverty reduction
1. Cities and poverty reduction
…have an
empowered citizenry
engaged in urban
development

… provide
security
of tenure and
access to
shelter

…are adapted to
the environment

… have an effective and
responsive city
management

Inclusiv
e
Cities…
integrate gender
and youth

...provide
access to
affordable
services

…provide access to
economic
opportunities
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2. Synergies among members and
partners
Local
authorities

National
Govern-

Supporting
partners

ments

implement
strategies
mobilize
financing

enhance
knowledge

engage in
dialogues +
cooperation

adjust
organization
s
increase
awareness

elaborate
strategies

Private
sector

Civil Society
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Inclusive
Cities

3. Improve the quality of
development cooperation and
lending
•country programmes
• catalytic fund

• knowledge
and learning
• communication
and advocacy
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Results
Inclusiv
e Cities

Longer Term Outcome
more effective and responsive city
management, better access to affordable
services and to economic opportunities,
more adapted to the environment, more
security of tenure and access to shelter,
better empowered citizenry

Short Term Outcome, use of Outputs
partners increase their awareness , enhance
their knowledge, engage in meaningful
dialogues and cooperation, elaborate
policies, strategies and plans , adjust their
organizations, mobilize financing, implement
inclusive urban polices, strategies and plans .
Outputs
among other: advocacy strategies; analytic
work and data; learning opportunities,
proposal for organizational and legal reform;
convening of dialogues; methodologies for
planning; continuous process support
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Independent Evaluation 2011
Required by World Bank (DGF) to provide an Independent
Opinion on the Effectiveness of the Cities Alliance
What are the trends and conditions of international cooperation
in urban development, which shape the context for the CA?
What are the initial results of the significant changes in the CA?

-> Comprehensive and consolidated view of the organization
with its strength and weaknesses in the global architecture of
international cooperation in urban development.
-> What adjustments and refinements are suggested to the
Cities Alliance to further increase its effectiveness?

Timeline
Nov 22: Draft TOR circulated to CG members for
comments-> due Dec. 03
Dec 10: revised TOR to EXCO for comment-> due
Dec 17, TOR finalized
Nov 23- Dec 23: call for Expressions of Interest
Jan 3 – 14: review EIO, short-listing, CG delegate?
Jan 17: shortlist to EXCO for approval -> due Jan 21
Jan 24: request for proposal -> due Feb 25
March: selection process, CG delegate on panel?
April: contract consultancy
May: initiate
June: inception report to EXCO

